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Introduction :

The report of the 11th ANC recommends (Rec 5/2) that ICAO :

	intensifies its activities to secure protection of aeronautical CNS systems from the adverse effects of electromagnetic interference and develops guidance material as necessary

develops material to assist States in assessing interference from FM broadcasting stations
supports the relevant activities of the ITU ………
develops guidance material on the control and removal of interference to aeronautical systems

It  seems agreed that ACP/B is in charge of this task, but WGF has similar problems in mind (see the end of this paper).
 The final goal is to create a common interference declaration model to feed an international database.
The Paris ICAO bureau sent in august 03 to the EurNat States a proposal of interference declaration model for comments before october. Taking advantage of 11th ANC France made some proposals.
 The present WP presents these comments and what is done to day in France.

General description

The French civil aviation to day has an integrated structure and its headquarter oversees  both regulatory and operational functions. All the  en route  and approach functions are coordinated within the « ATC  Service » (SCTA or Service du Contrôle du Trafic Aérien ) which will obviously represent the core  of the  future  ATC operator branch within the new organisation -starting 2005- in line with  the European Union's "Single Sky" framework .
Under  this future organisation spectrum  issues problems will be considered  « regulatory » and  frequency management « operational ». Nevertheless the description and processing of  interference problems described hereafter  will remain almost unchanged.
All ACC’s for both en-route  and approaches in France have their own  local maintenance service.
There is a central technical service (STNA) in charge of equipment  development  procurement and  implementation, etc

The radio-electrical perturbations are generally detected by  controllers (or  pilots complaining to  controllers) and sometimes by the STNA  during their routine  calibration flights of navaids,  etc.

Confronted with an interference situation, the  controller is instructed to call the local technical service which  in its turn fills  in  an interference finding  sheet and transmits it to  SCTA, even if the problem is by that time  resolved, and this with the view of  gaining  experience.  In case a reported interference  is  not solved   at the local technical service level  it  will then be  processed by the central office of SCTA.
The pilots are also requested to report radio interferences by a formatted form published in AIC France A (20/2001) and to send it by Fax directly to the SCTA (see http://www.sia.aviation-civile.gouv.fr/)
Among the most often recurring  issues one can quote :
-Handheld transceivers used by farmers and other businesses in rural areas  operating in the upperVHF aeronautical band  used for radio-telephony (their use is legally forbidden , however they may be easily  purchased on  Internet)
- Interferences with  duly assigned frequencies necessitating  shifting as the result of international coordination
-interferences by foreign users near the French borders, having secondary  status as defined by ITU Radio Regs , as regard access to the interfered-with  band (e.g. radio- amateurs operating  in the radar primary band on 1255 MHz).
If the interferer is a foreign aeronautical user, we try to solve the interference issue using  ICAO channels.
If the interferer does not  belong to  the aeronautical community, as  resulting for instance from FM broadcasting  the procedure may involve the CSA ( Conseil Supérieur de l'Audiovisuel which is the  regulatory body  overseeing  public broadcasting at the national level) or the ANFR ( Agence Nationale des Fréquences which is the national  regulator  overseeing frequency management and spectrum allocations in France). Both may initiate  a formal  investigation  by police and  consequential prosecution  in court of  justice,  if the interfering source is within France's borders , or an enquiry by their international counterparts otherwise.

ICAO amendment proposal to EUR/NAT-03/45-CNS and comments
 
This proposal is in annex.
France made the following comments:
-All frequency bands should be concerned including radar, ILS, DME and GNSS (the document says “channel” and refers to Com and even to voice)
-the type of perturbation (aeronautical, non aeronautical,intentional) should be quoted
-the proposal mentionned  “persistant or not”. France suggested to add if a procedure had been previously engaged and with what result if any. This comment may result of a misinterpretation of the alinea 4 of the document.

The internal declaration model used in France (see model in annex) does not yet respect all the above suggestions :
-It is obviously adapted only to VHF Com 
-It contains other informations than the ICAO proposal (warned or not by a pilot- some perturbations may only be heard in the air- use of a backup frequency triggered or not etc)
 and some free text.
This sheet is local and appears rather as “first action” than material proper to feed an international data base. The same comment can be made on the report form sent by the pilots to the SCTA (see annex)




Conclusion

The WG is invited to upgrade the current procedure according to the 11th ANC recommendations



Annexes:  -     EurNat document
	French perturbation sheet

Publication AIC France A 20/2001
PPT presentation at FMG 2001 (for info)





PS
Extract of the last WGF report
« 6.3	IATA presented WP 24 as information on the Radio Interference Workshop that took place in January 2003 in Brussels.  One of the outcomes of that meeting was that a common and globally accessible database should be generated documenting cases of interference to aviation systems.  This particular topic had been discussed previously discussed within WG-F and it had been agreed that it was a good idea.  It was agreed by the meeting that a correspondence group should be established to consider how best to meet this requirement for a database.  Appendix D to this report provides information on the aims of the correspondence group along with contact details for those who wish to be part of that group.  During discussions on this issue the meeting were also informed that ICAO regional offices may be in a position to assist in resolving certain types of interference issues that occur on a regional basis. »

 To my knowledge the correspondance group has not yet started.

